Virtual Labs: Electricity
Grade 9


This software title is an exciting way for grade 9 students to explore electrical circuits in an inexpensive way. Students can carry out experiments with electrical materials that would be expensive in regular classrooms. Ready-to-use experiments are provided; these include activity sheets and electronic files (when required). Other resources included as part of the software package are the “Sci-Clopedia”, a research and reference tool, and reference materials from the World Book Encyclopedia. The purchase of the software includes a binder of information prepared for teacher use, which is an excellent resource. This binder provides general information about using the software, photocopy-ready activity sheets for students, a full answer key for the various activities, and “Away-from-the-Computer Activities” which are suggested as complements to the software activities.

The activities provided are high interest and interactive ones. They require very little advance preparation, and are appropriate for students with varying abilities. They provide experiences with electricity that are not always achievable in a typical classroom, whether caused by problems of cost, space, or time. The software is listed on the Authorized List and may be purchased with Credit Allocation funds.


The grade 9 Characteristics of Electricity outcomes that can be addressed through activities provided with this software are:

	describe the flow of charge in an electrical circuit and describe the factors affecting the amount of resistance in a wire (109-14, 308-16)
	use an ammeter and a voltmeter to measure current and voltage in series and parallel circuits (209-3)

describe series and parallel (maximum two resistors) circuits involving varying resistance, voltage, and current, using Ohm’s Law:
	draw circuit diagrams, using current symbols for a cell, switch, battery, lamp, resistor, multirange meter (308-17)

	determine quantitatively the efficiency of an electrical appliance that converts electrical energy to heat energy (308-19)




The Electricity Labs that best fit outcomes from the above list are:
Lab 1 – Battery and Bulb
This activity teaches how to use the various parts of the environment and is necessary in order to become familiar with the software.
Labs 2 – 6 examine pathways and complete circuits	Outcome (109-14, 308-16)
Labs 7 – 12 examine characteristics of circuits	Outcomes (208-1) and/or (308-17)
Labs 13 – 23 examine various electrical devices	Outcomes (208-1), (201-5, 211-2) & extensions
Labs 24 – 32 examine measurements in circuits	Outcome (209-3)
Lab 33 – It’s the Power	Outcome (308-19)

